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SUMMARY

The HIV-1 capsid is an ordered protein shell that
houses the viral genome during early infection. Its
expansive surface consists of an ordered and inter-
facing array of capsid protein hexamers and pentam-
ers that are recognized by numerous cellular pro-
teins. Many of these proteins recognize specific,
assembled capsid interfaces not present in unas-
sembled capsid subunits. We used protein-engi-
neering tools to capture diverse capsid assembly
intermediates. We built a repertoire of capsid assem-
blies (ranging from two to 42 capsid protein mole-
cules) that recreate the various surfaces in infectious
capsids. These assemblies reveal unique capsid-tar-
geting mechanisms for each of the anti-HIV factors,
TRIMCyp, MxB, and TRIM5a, linked to inhibition of
virus uncoating and nuclear entry, as well as the
HIV-1 cofactor FEZ1 that facilitates virus intracellular
trafficking. This capsid assembly repertoire enables
elucidation of capsid recognition modes by known
capsid-interacting factors, identification of new
capsid-interacting factors, and potentially, develop-
ment of capsid-targeting therapeutics.

INTRODUCTION

HIV-1 packages its genome inside a cone-shaped protein shell,

the capsid, which enters the target cell after host-viral membrane

fusion. The capsid serves a critical role to simultaneously protect

the viral genome from host immune detection and to traffic the

genome toward the nucleus for integration into the host genome

(reviewed in (Campbell and Hope, 2015)). The capsid is a nearly

40 MDa protein super-structure composed of roughly 1,500

copies of the 25 kDa capsid protein (CA) (Briggs et al., 2004). A

properly assembled capsid is built from approximately 250 CA

hexamer subunits and exactly 12 CA pentamer subunits (Ganser

et al., 1999; Li et al., 2000). Hexamers and pentamers share a

quasi-equivalent structure and form capsids following fullerene

cone geometry (Ganser et al., 1999; Li et al., 2000; Mattei

et al., 2016; Pornillos et al., 2011). CA contains independently

folded N- and C-terminal a-helical domains (termed NTD and

CTD, respectively) separated by a flexible linker (Ganser-Pornil-
Cell Host & Mi
los et al., 2007). NTD-NTD and NTD-CTD interfaces form and

stabilize rigid hexamers and pentamers. CTD-CTD interfaces,

including independent dimerization and trimerization motifs,

are responsible for bridging adjacent hexamers and pentamers

to form the cone-shaped capsid (Byeon et al., 2009; Ganser-Por-

nillos et al., 2007; Mattei et al., 2016; Zhao et al., 2013).

Whilemost capsids disassemble immediately after entry, it ap-

pears that the subset of capsids that lead to productive infection

stay at least partially assembled and are associated with the viral

genome until the virus reaches the nuclear pores (Francis and

Melikyan, 2018; Mamede et al., 2017). These capsids are

exposed to the cellular environment for several hours and pro-

vide an expansive surface area for recognition by cellular pro-

teins. In support of this, numerous capsid-interacting host fac-

tors have been identified (Yamashita and Engelman, 2017).

Many are viral cofactors that are recruited to the capsid surface

to aid infection. Others are highly adapted restriction factors that

inhibit viral replication after direct capsid recognition. Strikingly,

most known capsid-binding host factors have either entirely

lacked or displayed only partial recognition of CA monomers.

These factors instead must specifically target unique high-order

interfaces only found in the assembled CA lattice (Bhattacharya

et al., 2014; Biris et al., 2012; Fribourgh et al., 2014; Li et al., 2016;

Liu et al., 2016; Morger et al., 2018; Price et al., 2014; Yang et al.,

2012). Some of these lattice-targeting factors are cytoplasmic,

while others are primarily associated with nuclear pores. These

data support the view that the capsid is an expansive protein-

docking platform whose finely tuned structural integrity is critical

for viral infection.

Despite the advances toward understanding the apo-capsid

structure (reviewed in Perilla and Gronenborn, 2016), how host

factors, and particularly restriction factors, recognize the assem-

bled capsid remains poorly understood. This is largely due to

their special CA-binding modes. As they do not recognize solu-

ble, unassembled capsid building blocks—like native CA dimers

or engineered disulfide-crosslinked hexamers (Gamble et al.,

1997; Pornillos et al., 2009)—the vast array of solution-based

biochemical and structural techniques is not amenable to

analyzing their interactions. It is also challenging to use either

virion-purified capsids or in-vitro-assembled CA tubes (Li et al.,

2000) in mechanistic or high-resolution structural studies. Both

are insoluble and can be highly heterogeneous and unstable

(Frank et al., 2015; Mattei et al., 2016; Yu et al., 2013). Addition-

ally, many host factors have a low capsid-binding affinity and/or

form natural high-order oligomers themselves (Alvarez et al.,

2017; Li et al., 2016; Liu et al., 2016), which prevent their uniform
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distribution along the surface of capsids or CA tubes required for

high-resolution studies. To better define host-factor-capsid in-

teractions, an experimental balance is needed between insol-

uble CA polymers and their unassembled CA building blocks.

To address these concerns, we adopted a range of protein en-

gineering techniques to stabilize CA oligomers insoluble, lattice-

like fragments that are intermediates between unassembled and

fully assembled capsid. Our engineered lattice ‘‘assemblies’’

range in size from 50 kDa to 1 MDa and exhibit every unique

capsid lattice interface found in infectious virions. With these

tools, solution-based biochemical assays and structural biology

techniques can now be applied tomany capsid-targeting factors

and therapeutics. We used these assemblies to better define the

capsid-binding modes of three HIV-1 restriction factors—

TRIM5a, TRIMCyp, and MxB (Goujon et al., 2013; Kane et al.,

2013; Liu et al., 2013; Sayah et al., 2004; Stremlau et al., 2004).

In an accompanying report, we also define the capsid-binding

properties of a recently described viral cofactor, FEZ1 (Huang

et al., 2019). Each of these four factors demonstrated a unique

capsid-lattice-sensing ability that could only be defined with

our designed capsid assemblies. This work significantly ex-

pands our understanding of the diverse array of capsid-sensing

motifs and targetable capsid surfaces. Our assemblies support a

rapid pipeline between first identification of a new capsid-bind-

ing host factor and a thorough analysis of its binding mode.

They may also be valuable in searching for additional capsid-

binding factors or designing specific capsid-targeting therapeu-

tics to inhibit HIV-1 infectivity.

RESULTS

Existing CA Constructs Are Insufficient to Define the
Diverse Capsid Lattice-Sensing Modes of Host Factors
To investigate how host cell factors recognize the capsid surface

during infection, we used previously published capsid oligomers

(Figure 1A) to analyze several evolutionarily distinct capsid-bind-

ing host factors with poorly understood binding mechanisms.

We optimized the recombinant expression and purification of

three established HIV-1 restriction factors—rhesus macaque

TRIM5a (Stremlau et al., 2004), crab-eating macaque TRIMCyp

(Brennan et al., 2008; Dietrich et al., 2011), and human MxB.

For each, we produced stable constructs containing at least

the minimal domains required for capsid recognition (Figures

1B and S1A). For TRIM5a and TRIMCyp we used constructs

containing a mutated B-box domain (E120K/R121D to prevent

high-order oligomerization) (Diaz-Griffero et al., 2009; Goldstone

et al., 2014), the coiled-coil domain, and CA recognition motifs

(PRYSPRY for TRIM5a and CypA for TRIMCyp) (Sayah et al.,

2004; Stremlau et al., 2006, 2005). We additionally made an arti-

ficially trimeric SPRY construct by directly fusing the SPRY

domain to the trimeric proliferating cell nuclear antigen protein

(PCNA) (termed PCNA-SPRY). For MxB, we fused the reported

capsid-binding N-terminal 83 residues to maltose-binding pro-

tein (MBP) to produce MxB1–83-MBP (Fribourgh et al., 2014;

Fricke et al., 2014; Goujon et al., 2014).

All three restriction factors strongly bound in-vitro-assembled

disulfide-crosslinked CA tubes (Pornillos et al., 2009) (Figures

1C–1E). In the conditions tested, we observed complete or

near-complete binding of host factors to CA tubes in a co-pellet-
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ing assay. We optimized capsid-binding conditions for each fac-

tor and found that TRIM5a and MxB preferred low ionic strength

conditions (50–100 mM NaCl). As expected, previously pub-

lished binding-deficient mutations for TRIMCyp (CAP90A) and

MxB (MxB11RRR13>11AAA13) significantly reduced co-pelleting

(Figures 1C and 1D) (Goujon et al., 2015; Schulte et al., 2015;

Yoo et al., 1997). CA tube binding by these restriction factors

is consistent with previously published results and confirms

that our constructs are capable of recognizing the assembled

CA lattice. This also validated the use of intra-hexamer stabilizing

disulfide bonds in both the co-pelleting assay and solution-

based biochemical assays (described below).

While CA co-pelleting assays are the standard for demon-

strating host factor-CA interactions in many HIV research labs,

they reveal little information about host-factor-binding mecha-

nisms. Drastic capsid-binding differences between the host fac-

tors tested here only became apparent when each was tested

against available soluble CA constructs in size-exclusion chro-

matography (SEC) co-elution assays. The weak CA dimer

(Gamble et al., 1997)—which is the natural pre-lattice state of

CA—was only recognized by TRIMCyp, and the co-elution was

marginal (Figure 1G). We expect the micromolar dissociation

constant of the CypA-CA interaction likely made this interaction

challenging to observe using this assay (Ylinen et al., 2010).

However, the previously described engineered disulfide-linked

CA hexamers (Pornillos et al., 2009)—a fundamental repeating

unit of the CA lattice—were strongly recognized by TRIMCyp

(Figures 1F and S1B). TRIMCyp co-elution appeared much

more complete with hexamers than with dimers. Neither MxB

nor TRIM5a showed any interaction with either CA dimers or

hexamers. (Figures 1G, 1H, S1C, and S1D)

From these results, a dichotomy existed within the capsid-

binding host factors. One factor (TRIMCyp) targeted CA hexam-

ers and displayed weak affinity toward CA dimers. In an

accompanying report, we also found that the viral cofactor

FEZ1 specifically targeted CA hexamers (Huang et al., 2019).

On the other hand, two factors (TRIM5a and MxB) apparently

require either multiple CA hexamers or the interfaces between

CA hexamers for capsid recognition. It became apparent that

further bindingmode analysis of the four factors—and potentially

many of the other numerous putative capsid-binding factors—

would be challenging due to a lack of soluble CA oligomers

that fully represent interfaces observed in the assembled capsid.

Bridging the Gap between CAMonomers and Hexamers:
Creation of Partial-Hexamer Assemblies
To more rapidly map the binding modes of host factors that

target CA hexamers, we sought to create specific ‘‘partial-hex-

amer’’ subassemblies that essentially sub-divide a CA hexamer

into smaller pieces. We succeeded in producing two partial-hex-

amer assemblies best described as 1/3- and 1/2-hexamers,

which are composed of two and three CA monomers, respec-

tively (Figure 2A). These CA monomers are arranged with

6-fold rotations—just as they are incomplete CA hexamers. To

stabilize and solubilize these partial hexamers, we co-opted es-

tablished CA intra-hexamer cysteine pairs (14C/45C and

42C/54C) and dimer interface mutations (184A/185A or AA in

short) (Table S1) and followed the established hexamer assem-

bly protocol (Pornillos et al., 2009).
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Figure 1. Host Factors Demonstrate Diverse CA-binding Modes to Established Capsid Assemblies

(A) Schematics of several reported capsid oligomers.

(B) Schematics of host-capsid-binding proteins with their potential capsid-binding regions in red.

(C–E) Capsid-host factor co-pelleting assays using A14C/E45C disulfide-crosslinked CA tubes (top) and SDS-PAGE quantification of the reduction of protein in

the soluble fraction (bottom). (C) A soluble construct of TRIMCyp, BCCCyp, co-pellets with CA tubes, but not those containing P90A mutation. Error bars

represent standard error of the mean of three independent experiments. (D) An MxB truncation containing residues 1–83 co-pellets with CA tubes, but the

MxB 11RRR13 to 11AAA13mutation eliminates co-pelleting. (E) BCCSPRYor PCNA-SPRY constructs containing 2 or 3 SPRY domains of TRIM5a, respectively, co-

pellet with CA tubes.

(F–H) Size-exclusion chromatography co-elution assays between host factors and disulfide-crosslinked hexamers (top) or CAmonomers/dimers (bottom). A shift

of the elution volume (red relative to others) indicates co-elution. (F) BCCCyp co-elutes stably with CA hexamers, but marginally with individual CA. (G) MxB1-83

does not co-elute with CA nor hexamers. (H) BCCSPRY does not co-elute with hexamers nor CA.

See also Figure S1.
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Figure 2. Partial-Hexamer Design, Assembly, and Validation

(A) Top: schematics of 1/3-hexamer and 1/2-hexamer design. Two types of disulfide bonds (S-S) are colored (A14C/E45C in blue, A42C/T54E in red). Bottom:

SDS-PAGE demonstrating formation of 1/3- and 1/2-hexamers. On the left, CA samples run in reducing conditions show ~25 kDa monomers. On the right, CA

samples run in non-reducing conditions reveal dimer, trimer, and hexamer species as designed.

(B) Size-exclusion chromatography (SEC) demonstrates well-behaved partial-hexamer assemblies (marked with schematics).

(C) Orthogonal views of the crystal structures (ribbon) of 1/3-hexamerEE (top) and 1/2-hexamerEE-DCTD (bottom) in the hexamer envelope (gray surface, PDB:

3H47). The structures are highly homologous to the corresponding portions in known hexamer crystal structures.

See also Figure S2 and Tables S1 and S2.
To produce 1/3-hexamers, we first separately purified two

monomeric CA constructs (CA14C/AA and CA45C/AA) that

each contain a single cysteine mutation, only half of what

is needed for assembling the cross-linked hexamer (Fig-

ure 2A). Since each construct alone does not contain a comple-

mentary cysteine to form a complete pair, they do not form

disulfide-linked oligomers individually. As designed, however, a

disulfide-bonded CA dimer was formed when we assembled

CA14C/AA and CA45C/AA together in a 1:1 ratio (Figure 2A). Its

50 kDamolecular weight corresponded to that of a 1/3-hexamer.

This design only generates a cross-linked dimer in the 1/3-hex-

amer configuration. Cross-linked hexamers cannot be formed

because only one disulfide bond can be productively formed be-

tween 14C and 45C, each of which is on a different CA.

To ensure that these 1/3-hexamers remain discrete and do not

proceed to assemble into natural hexamers, we further intro-

duced A42E and T54E mutations at their exposed intra-hexamer

surfaces (constructs used: CA14C/42E/AA and CA45C/54E/AA).

These mutations were designed to cause charge-charge repul-

sion if two 1/3-hexamer subunits come in close, hexamer-like

proximity. Both 1/3-hexamers and 1/3-hexamers-EE (assem-

blies with -EE suffix contain 42E/54E mutations) demonstrated

the appropriate 1/3-hexamer�50 kDa solution molecular weight

as observed by SEC (Figure 2B). It appeared that 42E/54E muta-

tions are not required to keep 1/3-hexamers discrete at the con-

centrations tested. When any one of the two CAmolecules in the

1/3-hexamer contains the wild-type 184W185M dimerization

motif, dimeric 1/3-hexamers can potentially be formed to

generate CA tetramers that contain the inter-hexamer interface

in capsid (Figures S4A and S4B).

The ability to efficiently ‘‘mix and match’’ CA molecules with

various engineered cysteines and solubilizing mutations allowed

us to further create discrete 1/2-hexamers (Figure 2A). We incu-

bated a 1:1:1 mixture of three heterologous CA constructs

(CA14C/AA, CA45C/54C/AA, and CA42C/AA) built from a combination

of 14C/45C and 42C/54C cysteine pairs. Again, we did not
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expect individual constructs to form disulfide-linked oligomers

because they alone lack a complete complementary cysteine

pair. When mixed, however, we observed a range of disulfide-

bonded CA species (Figure S2A). The primary product was a di-

sulfide-bonded CA 3-mer that corresponds to the molecular

weight of a 1/2-hexamer. In our design, a disulfide-bonded CA

3-mer could only occur if the three disparate CA constructs

made intra-hexamer contacts in a precise order—CA45C/54C/AA

in the middle, linked on one face to CA14C/AA by the 14C/45C

disulfide pair, and on the other to CA42C/AA by the 42C/54C

disulfide pair. Numerous unproductive reactions made 1/2-hex-

amer assembly less efficient than the simpler 1/3-hexamer as-

sembly. Despite this complexity, we readily purified both 1/2-

hexamers and 1/2-hexamers-EE (the latter using CA14C/42E/AA,

CA45C/54C/AA, and CA42C/54E/AA) to homogeneity, and they both

displayed correct 1/2-hexamer solution molecular weight

(�75 kDa) when analyzed by SEC (Figure 2B).

To validate their correct CA lattice architecture, we solved

crystal structures of representative partial-hexamer assemblies

(Table S2). We determined a 1/3-hexamerEE structure at 3.4 Å

resolution. Indeed, as we designed, two disulfide-bonded CA

monomers arranged as a discrete 1/3-hexamer are observed

in the asymmetric unit (Figure 2C, top). This 1/3-hexamer is

closely superimposable onto prior disulfide-linked hexamer

structures with an overall root-mean-square deviation (RMSD)

of 1.06 Å (Pornillos et al., 2009) (Figure 2C). The only deviation

is in the positioning of one flexible CTD that does not participate

in intra-hexamer contacts. This domain is normally stabilized in a

complete hexamer by contacts with a neighboring CA that is not

contained in 1/3-hexamers and 1/2-hexamers. 1/3-hexamerEE
subunits were stable as discrete units and did not form complete

hexamers even with symmetry-related molecules (Figure S2B).

The hexamer-preventing 42E/54E mutations did not otherwise

alter the CA monomer or partial-hexamer structure.

We also determined the crystal structures of 1/2-hexamer and

1/2-hexamerEE-DCTD (-DCTD suffix indicates a flexible CA CTD



Figure 3. TRIMCyp Has an Avid and Flexible Capsid-Binding Mode

(A and B) BCCCyp efficiently binds partial hexamers containing at least two wild-type (WT) binding sites with residue P90 (green circles). SEC co-elution is

indicated by a shift of the elution volume (red relative to the others), with a corresponding shift of the elution fraction bands in SDS-PAGE (bottom). BCCCyp co-

elutes with 1/3-hexamerEE (A) and 1/2-hexamerEE containing two WT binding sites (B).

(C) Co-elution is abrogated for 1/2-hexamerEE with three or two P90A mutations (red crosses).

(D) Restoration of a hexamer from two 1/2-hexamers (cyan and pink cartoons) each containing a single P90 site restores BCCCyp binding.

(E) Schematic models of the two CypA domains on TRIMCyp (cartoon) bind to any two CA subunits within a hexamer (surface).

See also Figure S3.
was purposely proteolytically removed for crystallization). As de-

signed, 1/2-hexamerEE-DCTD crystallized as a discrete 1/2-hex-

amer and did not form complete hexamers with symmetry-

related molecules. Its structure and 1/2-hexamer architecture

overlaid closely with the prior disulfide-bonded hexamer struc-

ture (RMSD of 1.48 Å) (Pornillos et al., 2009) (Figure 2C, bottom).

The 42E/54E mutations and proteolytic removal of a CA CTD did

not affect the overall structure. While the 1/2-hexamer without

hexamer-preventing mutations (42E/54E and DCTD) behaved

as a discrete half-hexamer in solution, it crystallized as a com-

plete hexamer in a 2-dimensional hexamer lattice very similar

to that observed in prior CA crystal structures (Figure S2D)

(Gres et al., 2015; Pornillos et al., 2009). This structure suggests

that 1/2-hexamers have a propensity to reform hexamers in the

appropriate conditions in the absence of the 42E/54E mutations.

Overall, these 1/3- and 1/2-hexamer crystal structures demon-

strate that the small capsid assemblies can reliably complement

complete hexamers in studies of host-factor-capsid-binding

analysis.

Partial-Hexamer Assemblies Reveal the Flexible and
Avid Capsid-Binding Mode of TRIMCyp
We used our partial-hexamer assemblies to investigate the

capsid-binding properties of TRIMCyp. The coiled-coil domains

of TRIM5 proteins form an anti-parallel dimer that brings two

capsid-binding domains in proximity (SPRY for TRIM5a and cy-

clophilin A (CypA) for TRIMCyp) (Goldstone et al., 2014). The

CypA domains of TRIMCyp can directly bind CA monomers,
albeit weakly (Caines et al., 2012; Ylinen et al., 2010). This sin-

gle-binding event is comparable to the well-studied recruitment

of host cell CypA to the capsid surface (Franke et al., 1994;

Gamble et al., 1996). It is hypothesized that TRIM5 proteins oli-

gomerize to bring multiple copies of their capsid-binding domain

to the capsid surface (Ganser-Pornillos et al., 2011; Li and So-

droski, 2008). This creates a high-affinity interaction through

avidity. It is not known how the two CypA domains in TRIMCyp

avidly bind two CA molecules on the capsid surface.

We employed SEC and sedimentation velocity analytical ultra-

centrifugation (AUC) assays to examine the interaction between

TRIMCyp and 1/3-hexamerEE. In SEC co-elution assays we

observed that TRIMCyp co-eluted efficiently with both 1/3- and

1/2-hexamerEE, comparable to that observed with complete

hexamers (Figure 3A). Conversely, we observed very little co-

elution between monomeric CypA domains and hexamers (Fig-

ure S3A). Based on these results, we expect the two CypA do-

mains of TRIMCyp likely simultaneously bind two CA molecules

present in 1/3-, 1/2-, and complete hexamers. We validated and

quantified this result using AUC. Analysis of the continuous dis-

tribution of sedimentation coefficients function c(s) for each

component alone showed symmetric peaks with sedimentation

coefficients of 3.3 S and 3.9 S for 1/3-hexamerEE and TRIMCyp,

respectively, which corresponded to molecular weights of �49

kD (51 kD expected) and �84 kD (90 kD expected) (Figure S3B).

Analysis of a mixture of 1/3-hexamerEE and TRIMCyp indicates

the reaction occurred with fast exchange on the timescale of

sedimentation. Four mixtures were analyzed by direct Lamm
Cell Host & Microbe 26, 203–216, August 14, 2019 207



Equation modeling (Brautigam, 2011) to measure the affinity of

the interaction (Figure S3C). The equilibrium dissociation con-

stant KD determined in this manner for the interaction was

6.6 ± 0.9 mM. Using the samemethod, we determined the affinity

for a single crab-eating macaque CypA for 1/3-hexamerEE to be

27.6 ± 9.0 mM, which is similar to the previously reported value

(Ylinen et al., 2010). These experiments demonstrate that

TRIMCyp indeed exhibits a higher affinity for 1/3-hexamerEE
than a single CypA domain.

An important advantage of our 1/3- and 1/2-hexamer design is

that each CA position within an assembly can be individually

altered by a desired mutation, which was not possible with the

established hexamer constructs. As such, we made single and

multiple P90A mutations in the 1/2-hexamerEE assembly to

more finely map TRIMCyp binding. Complete TRIMCyp co-

elution was observed with a 1/2-hexamerEE that contained two

native CypA loops (Figure 3B). A single P90A mutation at either

the center (WT-90A-WT) or the lateral (90A-WT-WT) CA position

did not reduce TRIMCyp co-elution as compared to complete

hexamers or native 1/2-hexamer-EE. When there is a single or

no wild-type binding site, a 1/2-hexamerEE with either two or

three P90A mutations showed no co-elution with TRIMCyp

(Figure 3C).

We further used a 1/2-hexamer construct (lacking hexamer-

ablating -EE mutations) that had two P90A mutations. 1/2-hex-

amers without EE mutations are able to reform a complete hex-

amer (as we observed in the crystal structure), which would have

precisely two native CypA-binding loops across the hexamer

center. We indeed observed significant co-elution between this

1/2-hexamer and TRIMCyp (Figure 3D), suggesting that

TRIMCyp was able to bind across and stabilize two 1/2-hexam-

ers in a hexamer-like orientation. These data demonstrate that

TRIMCyp can avidly bind any two CA molecules within a hex-

amer with different relative orientations and separations, likely

due to the flexibility of the two CypA modules in the TRIMCyp

dimer (Figure 3E).

Trapping the 2- and 3-Fold Inter-Hexamer Interfaces in
One Soluble Platform—the ‘‘hexamer-2’’
The success of our ‘‘mix and match’’ approach to stabilize par-

tial-hexamer assemblies enabled us to build more complex

capsid assemblies containing native inter-hexamer surfaces.

These are likely required for the binding of numerous host factors

that have a little affinity toward CA hexamers, such as MxB and

TRIM5a. To develop a soluble construct containing the native 2-

and 3-fold inter-hexamer surfaces, we added two native dimer-

ization motifs to our previously described 1/3-hexamerEE to

attempt to form a ‘‘trimer of dimers’’ (Figure 4A). This structure

has been computationally modeled to be the most stable lattice

interface and the key nucleating structure during capsid matura-

tion (Chen and Tycko, 2011; Grime and Voth, 2012; Tsiang et al.,

2012). Importantly, the trimer of dimers structure contains the six

CA monomers that surround the CA 3-fold interface, with all

native inter-hexamer lattice interfaces. We envisioned this as-

sembly as a powerful counterpart to traditional hexamers for

analyzing capsid-host interactions. As such, we will refer to it

as ‘‘hexamer-2.’’

During the course of our studies, it became apparent that the

three native dimerization motifs in 1/3-hexamerEE-WM would
208 Cell Host & Microbe 26, 203–216, August 14, 2019
need further stabilization. 1/3-hexamerEE-WM was not a stable

trimer in solution (Figure 4B) and eluted at a position similar to

1/3-hexamerEE lacking native dimerization motifs. To stabilize

its weak native interfaces, we directly fused it to the bacterio-

phage T4 foldon domain. Foldon is a small (30 residue), naturally

trimeric protein with dimensions matching the central three CA

units within hexamer-2 (Berthelmann et al., 2014). In our design,

the foldon domain is fused to the inner capsid surface and, thus,

will not alter host factor binding to the outer surface. The precise

constructs used to assemble hexamer-2foldon are described in

Table S3. For most assays, we used a hexamer-2foldon construct

lacking several flexible C-terminal CA residues and containing a

reported CA lattice mutant (CAA204D) (Zhao et al., 2013). These

modifications were added to prevent further hexamer-2foldon
oligomerization and to improve stability. These modifications

do not alter the native inter-hexamer surfaces within hexamer-

2foldon and did not appear to alter hexamer-2foldon solution

behavior (Figure 4B).

As designed, hexamer-2foldon appeared on non-reducing

SDS-PAGE as disulfide-linked 1/3-hexamers at�50 kDa molec-

ular weight (Figure 4B). Strikingly, a monodispersed �150 kDa

species was observed by SEC and SEC-MALS (Figures 4B

and S4C). This demonstrates that the �50 kDa 1/3-hexamer

subunits within hexamer-2foldon form stable trimers.We analyzed

the architecture of hexamer-2foldon by negative-stain electron

microscopy and observed triangular, �90-Å-wide assemblies

(Figure 4C) that matched our design predictions.

To further validate the designed hexamer-2foldon architecture,

we determined the crystal structure of hexamer-2foldon at 4.2 Å

resolution (Figure 4D; Table S2). The asymmetric unit contained

one copy of the designed 1/3-hexamer-foldon. Upon application

of crystallographic 3-fold symmetry, the six CA monomers

centered around the 3-fold inter-hexamer interface were

observed. Crystal packing created a two-dimensional CA lattice

very similar to that of native hexameric CA (Gres et al., 2015).

Consistent with its designed flexible tethering role, the foldon

domain was mostly disordered with little density observed in

the predicted location (Figures S4D and S4E). This confirms

that the linkage between CA and foldon is flexible and that CA ar-

chitecture within hexamer-2-foldon is likely not unnaturally con-

strained by the presence of the foldon domain.

We compared our hexamer-2foldon structure to the crystal

structures of native CA (PDB 4XFX) and disulfide-linked hexam-

ers (PDB 3H47) (Figure 4E)—all of which crystallize in a flat CA

lattice comparable to that of the native capsid (Gres et al.,

2015; Pornillos et al., 2009). In all structures, individual 1/3-hex-

amer subunits align closely with RMSD of �2.1 Å. The corre-

sponding hexamer-2 regions align with RMSD of 3.8 Å between

hexamer-2foldon and native hexamer, comparable to the �3.6 Å

value for the same regions between native and cross-linked hex-

amers. We believe the differences between structures presented

here are likely an example of the malleability required in the

native CA lattice to provide curvature, especially since the

observed differences are most prominent at CA regions known

to be flexible (NTD-CTD hinge, CTD dimer interface) (Mattei

et al., 2016; Zhao et al., 2013). The solution biophysical analysis

and structural validation described here supports the correct ar-

chitecture of hexamer-2foldon assemblies and their use in the

analysis of capsid-host factor interactions (examples below).



Figure 4. Assembly of Hexamer-2foldon Containing the Native 3-fold and 2-fold Capsid Interfaces

(A) Left: Schematic of the six CA monomers (purple) centered at the interface between three CA hexamers. Middle: Design of hexamer-2 (purple cartoon) as a

trimer of 14C/45C (yellow spheres) disulfide-crosslinked 1/3-hexamers. The 42E/54E solubilizing mutations are shown as cyan spheres. Right: Side view of

hexamer-2foldon design highlighting the fused trimeric foldon domain at the C-terminus of CA.

(B) SDS-PAGE (left) and SEC (right) analysis of purified 1/3-hexamer and hexamer-2foldon assemblies. In non-reducing SDS-PAGE analysis 1/3-hexamers and

hexamer-2foldon assemblies run as ~50 kDa dimers. In reducing conditions, they run as ~25 kDa monomers.

(C) Negative-stain EM micrograph (top), 2D class averages (middle), and 3D reconstruction (bottom) of hexamer-2foldon.

(D) Crystal structure of hexamer-2foldon with the 2Fo-Fc electron density as gray surface (1s level). (E) Superposition of the hexamer-2foldon crystal structure with

the corresponding regions in native (PDB: 4XFX) and cross-linked (PDB: 3H47) CA crystal structures. Most differences between the structures are due to flexibility

at the NTD-CTD hinge that connects the two CA domains.

See also Figure S4 and Table S3.
Stabilizing Large, Multi-hexamer/ and Pentamer
Assemblies by the SpyCatcher-SpyTag Isopeptide Bond
System
The least understood capsid-binding host factors are those that

span multiple hexamers for capsid recognition. These factors

form large oligomers over the capsid surface to avidly bind

repeating motifs of the CA lattice. Specifically, the detailed

mechanism of TRIM5a-CA recognition as a chief block to inter-

species retroviral transmission remains elusive. Other factors,

like TRIMCyp and MxB, likely also span multiple hexamers

(Alvarez et al., 2017; Fribourgh et al., 2014; Li et al., 2016). To

study these host factors, we co-opted additional protein engi-

neering strategies to stabilize large, multi-hexamer and pen-

tamer assemblies.

We used a combination of native CA dimerization motifs and

the SpyCatcher-SpyTag isopeptide bond system to stably link

multiple hexamers in a capsid lattice arrangement (Figure 5A).
SpyCatcher is a beta-barrel protein, derived from the 13 kDa

Streptococcus pyogenese protein FbaB, with one strand

missing. The missing strand is termed SpyTag, a 13-amino

acid polypeptide. After mixing, SpyCatcher and SpyTag

are rapidly and stably linked by a natural isopeptide bond

between two-amino acid side chains (Zakeri et al., 2012).

SpyTag and SpyCatcher fusions have been extensively used to

stabilize otherwise weak protein complexes. A CA construct

with a C-terminally fused SpyCatcher (CA14C/45C-SpyCat) rapidly

reacted with a CA construct with a C-terminally fused SpyTag

(CA14C/45C-SpyTag) to form a covalent dimer (Figure 5A).

We purified disulfide-linked hexamers that contained either

single or multiple SpyCatcher or SpyTag fusions. This was

achieved by mixing CA14C/45C/AA and CA14C/45C-SpyCat in an

appropriate ratio to assemble hexamers. The resultant hexam-

ers were purified using anion exchange chromatography (Fig-

ure 5B). We observed distinct elution peaks that correlated
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Figure 5. Producing Soluble Multi-hexamer/Pentamer Assemblies

(A) A schematic of di-hexamer assembly (left) and SDS-PAGE analysis of the CASpyCat-CASpyTag reaction (right). The SpyTag/SpyCatcher reaction proceeded

essentially to completion.

(B) Hexamer-SpyCatcher/Tag assembly and purification. CA and CA-Spy fusions are mixed at an appropriate ratio to assemble hexamers (top), purified by anion

exchange chromatography (middle), and analyzed by non-reducing SDS-PAGE (bottom). Hexameric species containing specific amounts of CA-SpyTag/

Catcher fusion molecules were efficiently separated.

(C) Schematics of producing tri-hexamer (top) and hepta-hexamer (bottom right) assemblies.

(D) Schematics of pentamer-hexamer assemblies.

(E–H) SEC (SEC-MALS in [E]), non-reducing SDS-PAGE, and negative-stain EM analysis of assembled di-hexamers (E), tri-hexamers (F), hepta-hexamers (G),

and pentamer-hexamers (H). Samplemicrographs are shown, as indicated, with associated 2-D class averages. In (E) and (F), the 2D class averages of constructs

containing 184A/185A mutant interfaces show non-contacting hexamer subunits. See also Figure S5.
with disulfide-bonded hexamers containing zero, one, or two+

CASpyCat molecules as observed by SDS-PAGE (Figure 5B).

Since each CASpyCat molecule was designed to contain a

native dimerization interface, each elution peak also correlated

with hexamers containing specific numbers of native dimeriza-

tion interfaces. Notably, the amount of zero, one, and two+

CASpyCat incorporation events closely followed theoretical pre-

dictions using a simple binomial distribution model (Fig-

ure S5A). Thus, the ratio of incorporation events could be

fine-tuned to experimental needs by adjusting the mixture ra-

tio. The SpyTag-containing hexamers were produced in the

same manner, with an MBP tag added to facilitate purification.
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These purified hexamer-SpyCatcher-Tag constructs served

as building blocks to assemble multi-hexamers (Figures 5C

and S5B–S5D). Covalent two-hexamer assemblies (referred to

further as di-hexamers) were readily formed when 1-SpyTag-

containing hexamers and 1-SpyCatcher-containing hexamers

were reacted at a 1:1 ratio. Covalent three-hexamer assemblies

(referred to further as tri-hexamers) were formed by reacting

2-SpyCatcher-containing hexamers and 1-SpyTag-containing

hexamers at a 1:2 ratio. For both assemblies, the SpyCatcher/

SpyTag isopeptide reaction occurred efficiently at all tested con-

centrations. Covalent�300 kDa (di-hexamerMW) and�450 kDa

(tri-hexamer MW) assemblies were purified to homogeneity as



observed by non-reducing SDS-PAGE and SEC-MALS (Figures

5E, 5F, and S5E).

The lattice-like architecture of di- and tri-hexamers was

apparent when we analyzed their structure using negative-stain

EM (Figures 5E and 5F). Their hexamer building blocks were

packed closely with a spacing consistent with that found in

known capsid structures. Tri-hexamer assemblies displayed

three orientations of hexamer building blocks—termed trian-

gular, bent, or linear. These orientations are a result of the

random incorporation of two CASpyTag molecules into two of

the six positions of a hexamer. Each of the three tri-hexamer ar-

chitectures represents patterns found in native HIV-1 capsids.

The close packing between hexamers in di- and tri-hexamers

was significantly affected when we mutated the native dimeriza-

tion motifs in their CASpyCat/Tag molecules (Figures 5E and 5F). In

these mutated assemblies, the hexamer building blocks were

widely spaced with apparent flexibility between hexamers.

These data strongly support the notion that di- and tri-hexamers

are bridged by native inter-hexamer surfaces. The SpyCatcher/

SpyTag domains stabilize the assembly only by increasing the

local concentration of the native dimerization motifs.

We further assembled megadalton, 7-hexamer assemblies

(referred to as hepta-hexamers) by reacting 6-SpyTag-contain-

ing hexamers with an excess (approximately 8–12 fold) of

1-SpyCatcher-containing hexamers (Figure 5C, lower panel).

However, the assembly tended to aggregate and precipitate,

making it challenging to purify. To address this problem, we

incorporated a described anti-capsid nanobody in our assembly

procedure (Gray et al., 2017). This nanobody binds the CA CTD

with a reported 300-nM affinity. Based on the published nano-

body-CA CTD structure, the nanobody should not interfere

with CA hexamer formation but would block inter-hexamer inter-

actions (Figure S5F). When incorporated at the appropriate

concentration, the nanobody may prevent non-specific propa-

gation/aggregation of multi-hexamer assemblies. We pre-bound

a ratio of six nanobodies to one 6-SpyTag-containing hexamer

and three nanobodies to one 1-SpyCatcher-containing hex-

amer. This is enough nanobody to theoretically coat the exposed

outer surface of hepta-hexamer CTDs.

Putative reacted hepta-hexamers with bound nanobody re-

mained soluble and eluted as a single, albeit broad, peak on

SEC (Figure 5G). Negative-stain EM analysis confirmed that

most assemblies contained seven hexamers (Figure 5G). The

conformations of the hepta-hexamers were heterogenous, how-

ever, as only a fraction appeared 6-fold symmetric and many

contained hexamers that were loosely packed. This is likely

due to a fraction of nanobodies binding at inter-hexamer sur-

faces within hepta-hexamers instead of on the hepta-hexamer

outer surface. Substantial optimization of the nanobody-CA ratio

may be required to find a balance between hepta-hexamer ag-

gregation prevention and correct architecture. Nonetheless,

this demonstrates that the nanobody is an effective tool to pre-

vent CA oligomerization for creating otherwise aggregation-

proneCA lattice assemblies. The current hepta-hexamer assem-

blies may be valuable for the study of host factors that target

large regions of capsid.

We also used this approach to stably link the previously re-

ported disulfide-bonded CA pentamers (Pornillos et al., 2011)

with hexamers. Similar to the assembly of multi-hexamers, a
defined number of SpyCatcher motifs were incorporated into

assembled pentamers and reacted at the appropriate ratio

with hexamers with appropriate SpyTags (Figure 5D). The cor-

rect pentamer-hexamer architectures were apparent when

directly observed using negative-stain EM (Figure 5H). We did

not use the pentamer-containing assemblies in host factor bind-

ing analysis since it is unclear whether the disulfide-linked pen-

tamer architecture faithfully represents to that found in native

cores. Pentamers observed in the cryo-EM tomography analysis

of native HIV-1 cores displayed a different architecture than di-

sulfide-linked pentamers (Mattei et al., 2016). Nonetheless, the

results demonstrate the effectiveness of our assembly proced-

ure, and the use of the current pentamer assemblies may still

provide valuable insights into understanding pentamer incorpo-

ration into capsids and to potentially help identify host factors

that prefer pentamer-hexamer interfaces.

MxB Specifically Recognizes the 3-Fold Inter-Hexamer
Interfaces on HIV-1 Capsid
The creation of a variety of capsid assemblies enabled us to bet-

ter define the lattice-sensing abilities of the capsid-targeting re-

striction factor MxB. Several capsid mutations (P207S, G208R,

and T210K) near the 3-fold inter-hexamer interface in hexamer-

2foldon have been shown to reduce MxB restriction activity and

capsid binding (Busnadiego et al., 2014; Opp et al., 2016). On

theMxB side, its N-terminus has been shown to drive interaction

with the HIV-1 capsid (Schulte et al., 2015). An MxB triple argi-

nine motif (MxB-11RRR13) in this region has been shown to be

critical to CA recognition and viral restriction (Goujon et al.,

2015; Schulte et al., 2015). The N-terminal region of MxB is not

observed in the cryo-electronmicroscopy structure of full-length

MxB (Alvarez et al., 2017). These data suggest that the MxB-

binding motif is likely an unstructured peptide instead of a folded

domain.

It has been proposed that MxB-CA binding requires inter-hex-

amer surfaces on capsid (Fribourgh et al., 2014). Consistent with

previous studies, we demonstrated no co-elution of an N-termi-

nal construct of MxB (MxB(1–83)-MBP) with either disulfide-linked

CA hexamers or wild-type dimeric CA in SEC-binding assays

(Figure 1G). In contrast, we observed significant co-elution of

MxB(1–83)-MBP with hexamer-2foldon (Figure 6A, left). This co-

elution was abolished with the MxB(1–83)-11AAA13-MBP mutant

(Figure 6A, right). Co-elution was also abolished when the

foldon domain was not present to stabilize hexamer-2, which

alone is not stable at the concentrations used in this assay

(Figure S6A). Using isothermal titration calorimetry, we found

that MxB(1–83)-MBP bound hexamer-2foldon with a dissociation

constant of �10 mM under our experimental conditions (Figures

6C, S6B, and S6C). These data directly link MxB antiviral

and capsid-binding properties to a specific high-order capsid

motif. Moreover, while both the traditional hexamer and our

hexamer-2foldon contain six CA molecules, only hexamer-2foldon
confers the ability of MxB-binding, suggesting that MxB

recognizes the 3-fold inter-hexamer interface contained in

hexamer-2foldon.

We further tested MxB(1–83)-MBP binding to our multi-hexamer

assemblies. In agreement with our hexamer-2foldon-binding data,

we observed preferred MxB co-elution with the tri-hexamer

assemblies, some of which contain the 3-fold inter-hexamer
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Figure 6. MxB and TRIM5 Proteins Recognize Inter-hexamer Interfaces

(A) MxB1-83 (left), but not the 11AAA13 mutant (right), co-elutes with hexamer-2foldon (red) in SEC (top) and SDS-PAGE (bottom) analyses.

(B) MxB1-83 does not co-elute with di-hexamers in SEC.

(C) MxB1-83 binds to hexamer-2foldon with a 9.6 ± 1.1 mM Kd by ITC.

(D) Model of full-length MxB (cartoon) wedging its unstructured N-termini into two disparate three-fold inter-hexamer interfaces (surface).

(E) A PCNA trimer fused to the SPRY domain of rhesus TRIM5a co-elutes with hepta-hexamers (red) in SEC.

(F) BCCCyp shows marginal binding to a di-hexamer containing only one wild-type P90 site (left), but significant binding to a di-hexamer with two wild-type P90

sites on adjacent hexamers (right). P90 is indicated with green circles and P90A as red crosses.

(G) A model of flexible TRIMCyp (cartoon) binding between hexamers (surface) and within hexamers (Figure 2).

See also Figure S6.
interface (Figures S6D and S6E). The interaction appeared

weaker than that with hexamer-2foldon, which is likely due to

the fact that only�1/3 of tri-hexamers are of the triangular variety

that contains a 3-fold interface. Additionally, not all CA dimer in-

terfaces at the 3-fold surface are native due to design restraints,

and this could reduce the observed affinity. In contrast, the di-

hexamer assembly containing the native 2-fold interface showed

no detectable interaction with MxB(1–83)-MBP, similar to single

hexamers (Figure 6B). These data firmly establish that MxB spe-

cifically targets the 3-fold interface on HIV-1 capsid (Figure 6D).

TRIM5a Requires a Large Surface Area for Capsid
Interaction
We hoped that our multi-hexamer assemblies would enable a

binding mode analysis of TRIM5a. TRIM5a molecules dimerize

and further oligomerize to form a hexagonal network on HIV-1

capsid, which significantly strengthens the interaction through

avidity (Ganser-Pornillos et al., 2011; Li et al., 2016). It has

been proposed that the individual SPRY domains of TRIM5a

recognizemultiple CANTDs across inter-hexamer surfaces (Biris

et al., 2012; Ganser-Pornillos et al., 2011; Goldstone et al., 2014;

Morger et al., 2018; Yang et al., 2012). This has proven chal-
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lenging to test, however, due to the very low CA-binding affinity

of individual SPRY domains and the lack of inter-hexamer sur-

faces in the prior soluble CA oligomers.

We tested our dimeric MBP-BCCSPRY construct in SEC co-

elution assays with hexamers, di-hexamers, tri-hexamers, and

hepta-hexamers (Figure S6F). However, we were unable to

observe significant MBP-BCCSPRY co-elution with any

multi-hexamer assembly. We expect that the binding affinity

of this construct is too low to observe strong co-elution in

the conditions of this assay. We did, however, observe signif-

icant co-elution between our artificial SPRY domain trimer

(PCNA-SPRY) and hepta-hexamers (Figure 6E). Because

hepta-hexamers contain multiple, redundant inter-hexamer

surfaces, we expect that the three SPRY domains of PCNA-

SPRY may avidly bind three independent capsid sites.

Because an interaction of this nature is inherently complicated

due to redundancies, it is difficult to surmise which capsid sur-

face is targeted by a single SPRY domain. However, we have

shown a recombinant TRIM5a construct clearly binding a

capsid oligomer in the low micromolar concentration range.

This is a necessary early step for future biochemical and struc-

tural studies.
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Figure 7. A Complete Toolkit of Soluble,

Discrete Capsid Complexes that Mimic

Every Intra- and Inter-hexamer/Pentamer

Interface Found on the Assembled HIV-1

Capsid

On the left, small capsid assemblies presented

in this study and prior publications are repre-

sented. On the right, multi-hexamer/pentamer

assemblies established in this study are repre-

sented by negative-stain electron microscopy

class averages.
TRIMCyp Can Bridge Two Hexamers in HIV-1 Capsid
Althoughwe demonstrated that TRIMCyp constructs can flexibly

yet avidly bind two CA molecules within a hexamer,

we took advantage of the mixed protein composition in our

di-hexamer assemblies to determine if TRIMCyp can also

bridge two hexamers. The edge subunits of di-hexamers are

composed of CA14C/45C/AA molecules, whereas the dimer inter-

face between hexamers is composed of reacted CA-SpyTag

and CA-SpyCatcher fusion molecules. Thus, each di-hexamer

is composed of three different CA molecules, and each can be

independently mutated to P90A to significantly reduce CypA

binding.

As a negative control, we first mutated all di-hexamer CA

positions to P90A and observed no co-elution between this di-

hexamer and TRIMCyp (Figure S6G). Next, we reverted the

CA-SpyTag fusion molecule from P90A back to its native form

(P90) so that the di-hexamers would have only a single WT

CypA-binding loop. Only very weak TRIMCyp co-elution was

observed with this di-hexamer construct (Figure 6F, left), similar

to the interaction between individual CA and CypA molecules.

Finally, we reverted both CA-Spy fusions to WT CypA loops.

These newly assembled di-hexamers have precisely two WT

CypA loops, one on each hexamer centered at the native dimer-

ization interface. TRIMCyp substantially co-eluted with these di-

hexamers (Figure 6F, right). The results show that TRIMCyp is

capable of avidly binding two CAmolecules on neighboring hex-

amers. This further reinforces the idea that the two CypA do-

mains of the TRIMCyp dimer are not rigidly oriented relative to

the coil-coiled domains and can avidly target many pairs of CA

molecules with a variety of distances and orientations (Figures

2H and 6G).

DISCUSSION

Previously described disulfide-bonded CA hexamers and

assembled CA tubes have been the most powerful in vitro tools

for the analysis of the interactions between HIV-1 capsid and

capsid-binding host factors. However, both of these CA assem-

blies have considerable limitations. Individual hexamers are only
Cell Host &
effectively recognized by a small subset

of capsid-binding host factors. Targeting

inter-hexamer surfaces may be evolution-

arily beneficial for host factors, perhaps

as a means to associate only with assem-

bled capsids that contain the viral

genome (as opposed to free CA). CA
tubes contain the hexamer and inter-hexamer surfaces that

largely represent those in infectious viral capsids. However,

they are heterogeneous and many host factors do not bind

themwith enough uniformity tomake quantitative or high-resolu-

tion structural analysis feasible. Furthermore, because CA tubes

are collective structures with many interface patterns, they

cannot be used to determine mechanistically the precise inter-

face targeted by a host factor.

The study reported herein provides a comprehensive guide to

the design and production of stable, discrete HIV-1 capsid as-

semblies, ranging in size from 50 kDa to 1MDa (2–42 CA mole-

cules), that fully encompass the unique interfaces present in

assembled mature HIV-1 capsids (Figure 7). The simple design

and preparation of these capsid assemblies make them

amenable to investigations using a variety of established solu-

tion-based techniques, which cannot be achieved using existing

CA hexamers or tubes. They allow formore in-depthmechanistic

studies of known capsid-interacting host factors, enable rapid

understanding of emerging capsid factors after discovery, and

can be used to facilitate the discovery of new factors that sense

capsid patterns. Furthermore, these assemblies may lead to

increased efficiency of developing new capsid-labeling and

monitoring reagents and capsid-targeting antiviral drugs.

Beyond HIV, the design principles and the assembling tech-

niques displayed here can help in the capture of diverse protein

oligomers for biochemical analysis of other challenging biolog-

ical systems.

We were able to use these capsid assemblies to gain deeper

mechanistic insights into the unique binding modes of four

host factors that play critical roles in HIV infection. MxB uses a

triple arginine motif in its N-terminal region to target the 3-fold

interface between capsid hexamers. The TRIMCyp dimer uses

both of its CypA domains to avidly and flexibly bind numerous

pairs of CA molecules within the assembled lattice. It tolerates

a diverse range of different distances and orientations between

the two CA molecules. TRIM5a remains the most challenging

to study, as it appears to require more than three complete hex-

amers for avid binding. In an accompanying report, we show that

the viral cofactor FEZ1 binds at the central pore within a
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hexamer. This highlights that both restriction factors and cofac-

tors can be exquisitely sensitive to high-order capsid lattice

architecture.

The data provided here, along with numerous previous

studies, paint a picture of nearly every exposed capsid surface

as a potential target of a host factor. HIV-1 recruits a variety of

host factors to its capsid surface, and each binding site must

be fine-tuned for the requirements of the virus and the abun-

dance of the proteins in the cell. Conversely, host immune fac-

tors like TRIMCyp, TRIM5a, and MxB are also evolving and

must compete with the recruited cofactors and counter-evolu-

tion of the viral capsid surface. The capsid surface, therefore,

represents a hotbed of activity and evolution. The importance

of our engineered capsid assemblies becomes even more

apparent as new capsid-binding factors are discovered at a

rapid pace.
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Plasmid: CA 14C/42E/184A/185A/P90A in pET-11a This paper N/A

Plasmid: CA 42C/54E/184A/185A/P90A in pET-11a This paper N/A

Plasmid: CA 14C/45C/P90A-5L-SpyCatcher-6xHis in

pET-11a

This paper N/A

Plasmid: CA 14C/45C/P90A-5L-SpyTag-MBP-6xHis

in pET-11a

This paper N/A

Plasmid: CA 14C/45C/184A/185A/P90A in pET-11a This paper N/A

Plasmid: nanobody 37E7-6xHis in pET28-a Gray et al., 2017 N/A

NanoAnalyze v3.6.0 TA Instruments https://www.tainstruments.com/support/software-

downloads-support/downloads/

Relion v2.0 Scheres, 2012a, 2012b https://github.com/3dem/relion

ASTRA Wyatt, 1993 https://www.wyatt.com/products/software/astra.html

MeshLab Cignoni et al., 2008 http://www.meshlab.net/#download

XDS Kabsch, 2010a, 2010b http://xds.mpimf-heidelberg.mpg.de/

Phaser Collaborative Computational

Project, 1994; McCoy et al.,

2007; Winn et al., 2011

http://www.ccp4.ac.uk/html/phaser.html

Refmac5 Adams et al., 2010 http://www.ccp4.ac.uk/dist/html/refmac5.html

Phenix Adams et al., 2010 https://www.phenix-online.org/

Coot Murshudov et al., 1997 https://www2.mrc-lmb.cam.ac.uk/personal/pemsley/

coot/

PyMOL (v1.6.0.0) Schrodinger, 2015 https://pymol.org/2/

Chimera (v13.0) Pettersen et al., 2004 https://www.cgl.ucsf.edu/chimera/

TEM Image and Analysis Gatan http://www.gatan.com/products/tem-analysis/gatan-

microscopy-suite-software

Other

Ni-NTA Agarose Qiagen Cat#30230

HiTrap Q HP 5mL GE Healthcare Cat#17115401

HiTrap SP HP 5mL GE Healthcare Cat#17115201

HiLoad 16/600 Superdex 200 PG GE Healthcare Cat#28990945

Yarra SEC-3000 Phenomenex Cat#00F-4513-E0

Superose 6 10/300 GL GE Healthcare Cat#17517201

Superdex 200 Increase 5/150 GL GE Healthcare Cat#28990945

Pre-treated RC Tubing MWCO 10kD Spectrum Labs Cat#132120

Slide-A-Lyzer Dialysis Cassettes, 10K MWCO, 0.5mL Thermo Fisher Cat#PI66383

Amicon Ultra-15 Centrifugal Filter Units 10kDa Millipore Sigma Cat#UFC901024

Amicon Ultra-15 Centrifugal Filter Units 30kDa Millipore Sigma Cat#UFC903024

NuPAGE 4-12% Bis-Tris Midi gels Invitrogen Cat#WG1403B0X

Gen10 BT+ (Bis-Tris) Protein Mini Gel 4-12% ConnSTEM Cat#13A12

NuPAGE� 3-8% Tris-Acetate Protein Gels ThermoFisher Cat#EA03755BOX
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CONTACT FOR REAGENT AND RESOURCE SHARING

Further information and requests for resources and reagents should be directed to and will be fulfilled by the Lead Contact, Yong

Xiong (yong.xiong@yale.edu).

EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND SUBJECT DETAILS

All molecular cloningwas carried out in E. coli XL10-Gold Ultracompetent cells. All recombinant proteins were expressed and purified

from the E. coli strain BL21(DE3). Both cell lines were routinely cultured at 37�C while shaking at >220 RPM. XL10-Gold cells were

grown in Luria Broth and BL21(DE3) cells were grown in either Luria Broth (starter culture) or Terrific Broth (for protein expression).

METHOD DETAILS

Cloning and Expression
All CA constructs were cloned into pET-11a (EMD Millipore). CA-SpyCatcher fusions contained a C-terminal 6xHis tag. CA-SpyTag

fusions contained a C-terminal MBP tag followed by a 6xHis tag. A SARS-n main protease (Mpro) protease cleavage site between

SpyTag and MBP allowed for removal of the MBP and 6xHis (Yang et al., 2003). A five amino acid gly-ser linker separate CA from the

Spy fusion domains. CA-Foldon was generated by direct fusion of foldon to the C-terminus of CA. The B-box, coiled-coil, and cyclo-

philin domains fromMacaca fascicularis TRIMCyp (residues 89-468) were cloned into pRSFDuet-1 (EMDMillipore) with an N-terminal

6xHis tag. The B-box, coiled-coil, and SPRY domains of Macaca mulatta TRIM5a (residues (88-497) were cloned into a pMAL-

derived vector (NEB) with an N-terminal 6xHis, MBP, and Mpro protease site. The TRIM5a SPRY domain (residues 280-497) was

cloned into pRSFDuet-1 with an N-terminal 6xHis tag and PCNA to generate PCNA-SPRY. Human MxB residues 1-83 were cloned

into pETDUET-1 (EMD Millipore) with an N-terminal 6xHis and C-terminal MBP tag. The nanobody 37E7 was cloned into pET28-a

(EMD Millipore) with a C-terminal mpro cleavage site followed by a 6xHis tag. The cyclophilin domain of TRIMCyp was cloned

into pET28-a with an N-terminal 6xHis and thrombin cleavage site. Mutations were made by site-directed mutagenesis using

KOD Hot Start DNA polymerase (Novagen). Oligos were purchased from Integrated DNA Technologies. The SpyCatcher DNA

was a gift from Lynn Regan at Yale University.

CA proteins were overexpressed in E. coli BL21(DE3) cells at 25� C for 12 h by induction with 0.5 mM IPTG at OD600 0.6-0.8.

TRIMCyp, MxB, and nanobody constructs were similarly overexpressed at 18� for 16h. TRIM5a constructs were co-transformed

with the pGro7 plasmid (Takara) and overexpressed at 18� for 16h with 0.5 mM IPTG and 2 mg/mL arabinose.

Protein Purification
Bacterial cells were harvested by centrifugation at 5000 rpm. Cells were resuspended in lysis buffer (50mMTRIS pH 8, 300mMNaCl,

0.1 mM TCEP) and lysed using a microfluidizer. Roche cOmplete protease inhibitor tablets were added to TRIMCyp, TRIM5a, and

MxB purifications. Cell debris was clarified by centrifugation at 15,000 RPM for 35 minutes. TRIMCyp and PCNA-SPRY constructs

were purified by nickel affinity, anion exchange and size exclusion chromatography. MxB constructs were purified by nickel affinity,

cation exchange, and size exclusion chromatography. BCCSPRY domain containing TRIM5a constructs were purified by nickel af-

finity, MBP affinity, anion exchange, and size exclusion chromatography. Nanobody constructs were purified by nickel affinity, anion

exchange, and size exclusion chromatography. All size exclusion chromatography was performed in 50 mM TRIS pH 8, 300 mM

NaCl. Untagged CA proteins were purified by 25% w/v ammonium sulfate precipitation, dialysis into low-salt buffer (25 mM HEPES

pH 7, 0.1 mM TCEP), and cation exchange chromatography. CA-foldon fusions were purified by 35%w/v ammonium sulfate precip-

itation and anion exchange chromatography. CA-Spy fusionswere purified by nickel affinity and anion exchange chromatography. All

CA constructs were dialyzed into CA storage buffer prior to freezing or further experiments (50 mM TRIS pH 8, 75 mM NaCl, 40 mM

BME). All purification steps were monitored by SDS-PAGE gel electrophoresis (gels purchased from ConnSTEM and Invitrogen).

Capsid Tube Co-pelleting Assays
Disulfide cross-linked CA tubes were assembled by dialyzing (in Slide-A-Lyzer dialysis cassettes) CA14C/45C into 50 mM TRIS pH 8,

1M NaCl at 15 mg/mL for one to two nights, followed by dialysis into 50 mM TRIS for another one to two nights. For co-pelleting as-

says, host factors were incubated in 21 uL reactions with CA tubes for 30 minutes at room temperature, then spun at 20000 x g for

10 minutes at 4�C. Total, soluble, and pellet fractions were taken at appropriate times and analyzed via SDS-PAGE. TRIMCyp con-

structs were incubated at 1.5 uM monomeric concentration with 37.5 uM tube-producing CA. MxB constructs were incubated at 3

uMwith 75 uM tube-producing CA. TRIM5a constructs were incubated at 3 uMmonomeric concentration with 150 uM tube-produc-

ing CA. TRIMCyp pelleting assays were performed in 25 mM TRIS pH 8, 150 mM NaCl. MxB pelleting assays were performed in

25 mM TRIS pH 8, 100 mM NaCl. TRIM5a pelleting assays were performed in 25 mM TRIS pH 8, 75 mM NaCl.

Assembly and Purification of 1/3-Hexamers, 1/2-Hexamers, and Hexamer-2-Foldon
1/3-hexamers and hexamer-2-foldon were assembled using a 1:1 molar ratio of the appropriate CA proteins typically between

10-40 mg/mL of total protein. Mixtures were dialyzed overnight (using Thermo Slide-a-lyzer dialysis cassettes) in 50 mM TRIS

pH 8, 1M NaCl. Mixtures were dialyzed for a second night in 50 mM TRIS pH 8. For 1/2-hexamer assembly, purified CA constructs
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were mixed at 1:1:1 molar ratios. Assemblies were purified using HiTrap Q HP anion exchange columns (GE Healthcare). 1/3- and

1/2-hexamer assemblies usually eluted between 100-200 mM NaCl. Hexamer-2-foldon assemblies eluted from an anion exchange

column at approximately 250 mM NaCl. Each assembly was polished using a Superdex 200PG or Superdex 200GL size- exclusion

chromatography column (GE Healthcare) ran with buffer containing 50 mM TRIS pH 8 and, 300 mM NaCl. All assemblies could be

concentrated to at least 50 mg/mL and frozen at -80�C for long-term storage.

1/2-hexamer-EE-DCTD was produced by adding a Mpro protease cleavage sequence between the CA NTD and CTD

(CA144-RMYS—KLQAGF—IRQG-CA157). The Mpro cleavage sequence drastically reduced disulfide-bonded hexamer formation

in the 14C/45C/AA background, but did little to alter the assembly of 1/3- and 1/2-hexamers. The CTD cleavage is efficient in mono-

meric CA but is reduced in 1/3- and 1/2-hexamers. Cleavage reactions proceeded at least overnight at 4 degrees and were usually

incomplete. Anion exchange using a HiTrap Q (GE Healthcare) was required to separate uncut and cut species.

Assembly and Purification of Multi-hexamer Assemblies
Hexamerswith incorporated SpyTag-MBP or SpyCatcher were assembled by dialysis for one night in 50mMTRIS pH 8, 1MNaCl and

for one night in 50 mM TRIS pH 8. To obtain the highest amount of one and two SpyTag or SpyCatcher incorporations, a ratio of one

CASpyTag (or CASpyCat) to four CA14C/45C/AA was used. The binomial distribution function in Microsoft Excel was used to predict likeli-

hood of hexamer incorporation of CA-Spy fusion molecules. After dialysis, the assembly mixtures were applied directly to an anion

exchange column. Hexamers with various amounts of SpyTag/Catcher incorporation were eluted by a linear NaCl gradient. Assem-

blies generally eluted between 100-200 mM NaCl.

To assemble hepta-hexamers, Hexamer-6-SpyTag-MBP was assembled like above except for the presence of stoichiometric

amount of nanobodies bound to its CTDs. After dialysis, it was directly applied to a Superdex 200PG column (GE Healthcare)

for purification. Nanobody was added to purified hexamer-1SpyCatcher in a ratio of 3 nanobodies per hexamer. Hexamer-1-

SpyCat+nanobody assemblies were reacted overnight with one hexamer-6-SpyTag-MBP+nanobody at 8-12 :1 ratio and approxi-

mately 10 mg/mL total protein.

SpyCatcher/Tag reactions generally proceeded overnight as isopeptide formation was occasionally not complete after a few

hours. The reaction was performed in 50 mM TRIS pH 8 and a range of NaCl concentrations without apparent reduction in efficiency

(from 50 mM to 300 mMNaCl). Only after the reaction was complete was the MBP tag on CA-SpyTag-MBP removed by Mpro diges-

tion (digestion occurred for 2 hrs or overnight). Di-hexamers, tri-hexamers, and hepta-hexamers were purified using a Superdex

200PG (GEHealthcare) followed by a Superose 6 column (GEHealthcare) in 50mMTRIS pH 8, 300mMNaCl. Largemolecular weight

assemblies were analyzed by performing SDS-PAGE with NuPAGE 3-8% Tris-Acetate gels (ThermoFisher) following the manufac-

turer’s provided protocol.

Crystal Structure Determination and Refinement
All small assemblies were screened for crystallization using the microbatch under-oil method using a 2:1 ratio of paraffin to silicon oil

(Chayen et al., 1992). Protein concentrations ranged from 0.5-3 mg/mL. Most crystallization screening were performed at room tem-

perature. 1 uL of protein solution was mixed with 1 uL of precipitant solution.

All small assemblies crystallized in numerous conditions. 1/3-hex-EE crystallized at room temperature between 1-2mg/mL in 0.2M

Calcium Acetate Hydrate, 0.1 M MES: NaOH, pH 6, and 25 % (w/v) PEG 8000. The crystals were frozen with paratone oil as cryo-

protectant. Diffraction data were collected at the NE-CAT beamline 24ID-E at the Advanced Photon Source. 1/2-hexEE-DCTD crystal-

lized at room temperature at 1.5 mg/mL in 0.1M Sodium Citrate pH 5 and 8% PEG 8000. The crystals were frozen in paratone oil.

Diffraction data were collected at NE-CAT beamline 24ID-C at the Advanced Photon Source. 1/2-hexamers crystallized at room tem-

perature at 1 mg/mL in 0.1 M PCB buffer pH 8 and 25% (w/v) PEG 1500 and were cryo-protected in 25% ethylene glycol. Diffraction

data were collected at NE-CAT beamline 24-IDC at the Advanced Photon Source. Hexamer-2foldon/204D/(1-221) crystallized at room

temperature at 0.75 mg/mL in 0.2M NaCl, 0.1M HEPES pH 7.5, and 12% PEG 8000. Crystals were cryo-protected in 25% glycerol.

Diffraction data were collected at Brookhaven National Laboratory beamline 17-ID1 (AMX).

Both HKL2000 and XDS were used for data processing (Kabsch, 2010a, 2010b). Molecular replacement CA search models were

made from either a disulfide-hexamer structure (PDB 3H47) or a native CA structure (PDB 4XFX) (Gres et al., 2015; Pornillos et al.,

2009). Molecular replacement was performed using the CCP4 program Phaser (Collaborative Computational Project, 1994; McCoy

et al., 2007; Vagin and Teplyakov, 2000; Winn et al., 2011). Iterative rounds of refinement in REFMAC and PHENIX were carried out,

along with model building in COOT (Adams et al., 2010; Collaborative Computational Project, 1994; Murshudov et al., 1997). Individ-

ual disulfide bonds could not be resolved in the 1/2-hexamer crystal structure due to the intrinsic rotational averaging within the crys-

tal lattice. Alignment RMSD values were generated using the SSM align module in COOT and the CCP4 program LSQKAB (Kabsch

W. Acta. Cryst. A32 922-923 (1976).). Figure images were generated in Pymol, Chimera, and Coot, and Meshlab.

Size-Exclusion Chromatography Co-elution Assays
Host factors were mixed with CA assemblies for 30 minutes to 1 hour on ice in the same buffer used for CA tube co-pelleting assays

(unless specified). For TRIMCyp assays, mixtures were in a 500 uL volume with 36.6 uM monomeric concentration of TRIMCyp and

27.5 uM monomeric concentration of CA (from the appropriate assembly). All TRIMCyp binding tests were performed on GE S200

10/300GL columns.MxBbinding tests with small capsid assemblieswere performed in 500 uL reaction volumeswith 56 uMMxB and

78 uM monomeric concentration of CA (from the appropriate assembly). Samples were run on a Superose 6 GL (GE). For MxB
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coelution assays withmulti-hexamer assemblies a Yarra SEC3000 columnwas used. The columnwas run in 25mMphosphate buffer

at pH 7, 100 mM NaCl. Binding reactions were in a volumn of 60 uL and contained 56 uM MxB-MBP protein and 78 uM monomeric

concentration of CA (from appropriate multi-hexamer assembly). For TRIM5a binding assays, mixtures were in a 50 uL volume with

65 uMmonomeric concentration of TRIM5a and 157 uMmonomeric concentration of CA (from appropriate assembly). Binding mix-

tures were run a Superdex 200 5/150 GL column (GE).

Negative-Stain Electron Microscopy
To observe capsid assemblies using negative-stain EM, we glow discharged a 400 mesh Cu grid, carbon coated, for 30 seconds at

25mA. Sample was applied for 30 seconds and excess was removed by blotting with filter paper. We performed negative staining by

applying 2% uranyl acetate to the grid, blotting immediately, applying again, incubating 30 seconds, and finally blotting residual stain

with a filter paper. 50-100 images were collected at 73k magnification on a Tecnai T12 or Talos L120C microscope. We analyzed

images and performed 2-D classification, and 3-D reconstruction for hexamer-2, using Relion (Scheres, 2012a, 2012b).

Isothermal Titration Calorimetry
All ITC experiments were performed using a TA Instruments NanoITC machine. Binding reactions were performed at 6�C in 25 mM

phosphate pH 7, 75 mM NaCl, and 5% glycerol. MxB was stable in these conditions after overnight dialysis and during the course of

experiments. Capsid assemblies were in the cell and MxBwas injected. Data were analyzed using the NanoAnalyze (TA Instruments)

software. All curves were fit with an independent one-site binding model.

Analytical Ultracentrifugation
Binding reactions were performed at various BCCCyp, CypA, and 1/3-hexamer concentrations in 50 mM Tris pH 8.0, 150 mM NaCl

buffer: BCCCyp concentrations ranged from 2-20 mM, CypA concentrations ranged from 1-50 mM, and 1/3-hexamerEE concentra-

tions ranged from 0.5-10 mM. Samples were centrifuged in a Beckman An-60TI rotor in a Beckman Optima XL-I analytical ultracen-

trifuge for at least 12 hours at 42,000 rpm at 20�C. Sedimentation of different species was followed by absorption at 280 nm.

Individual proteins were analyzed using SEDFIT to obtain continuous sedimentation coefficient distributions (Schuck, 2000).

The sedimentation coefficients and molecular weights of the individual proteins obtained were noted and used in the following

analysis. Reaction data was processed using SEDPHAT to obtain solutions to the Lamm Equation coupled to reaction fluxes

(Brautigam, 2011) using the following parameters: vbar = 0.73 cm3/g, buffer density = 1.0058 g/mL, buffer viscosity = .010312 Poise,

sBCCCyp = 3.93 S, MWBCCCyp = 84,300 Da, s1/3-hexEE = 3.32 S, MW1/3-hexEE = 48,500 Da, sM.fasc CypA = 1.92, MWM.fasc CypA = 21,500,

3BCCCyp = 44,920 M-1cm-1, 31/3-hexEE = 56,004 M-1cm-1, and 3M.fasc CypA = 8,480 M-1cm-1. Log(Ka), log(koff), and scomplex were allowed

to vary during alternating rounds of Simplex and Marquardt-Levenburg fitting. The confidence levels reported were calculated using

the error surface projection method with a 68.3% (1s) confidence interval (Brautigam, 2011). Figures were plotted using GUSSI

(Brautigam, 2015).

Size Exclusion Chromatography Linked to Multi-angle Light Scattering
Each tested capsid assembly was loaded onto either a Superdex 200 GL or Superose 6 column (GE Healthcare). Multiangle laser

light-scattering experiments were performed in buffer (50 mM Tris-HCl pH 8, 150 mM NaCl) at room temperature. Light-scattering

data were collected on a Dawn Eos spectrometer (Wyatt Technology) coupled to an Opti-lab Dsp (Wyatt Technologies) interfero-

metric refractometer. Samples (100 uL) at 1mg/mLwere injected and run over gel filtration columns at a flow rate of 0.5ml/min. Multi-

angle laser light scattering (690 nm), absorbance (280 nm), and the refractive index were monitored after elution. Before samples

were run, the systemwas calibrated and normalized tomonomeric bovine serum albumin. The dn/dc value (change in solution refrac-

tive index with respect to protein concentration) is relatively constant for proteins (Wen, 1996), and the value for all experiments and

analysis reported was set to 0.19. Data were processed using the software ASTRA as previously described (Wyatt, 1993).

QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

Pelleting assays were repeated three times with different protein preparations. Band density was quantified using Image Studio Lite.

The analysis is present in Figure legend 1.

ITC experiments were repeated three times with different protein preparations. The mean and standard deviation values were

calculated using Microsoft Excel.

DATA AND SOFTWARE AVAILABILITY

The crystal structures and diffraction data presented here have been deposited in the Protein Data Bank. The accession codes of

1/3-hexamerEE, 1/2-hexamerEE-DCTD, hexamer-2foldon, and 1/2-hexamer are PDB: 6EC2, PDB: 6ECN, PDB: 6ECO, and PDB:

6OBH, respectively.
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